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We introduce the notion of pure Q-solvable algebra. The quantum matrices,
Ž .quantum Weyl algebra, U n are the examples. It is proved that the skew field ofq
fractions of a pure Q-solvable algebra R is isomorphic to the skew field of twisted
rational functions. This is a quantum version of the GelfandKirillov conjecture
for solvable algebraic Lie algebras.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a commutative Noetherian domain C with a unit and the
multiplicative group C* of all invertible elements in C. Suppose that all
elements 1 1 1 are invertible in C. Denote by F a field of
Ž .fractions of C. The characteristic of F is equal to zero. Let Q q bei j
an n n-matrix with the entries q  C*, satisfying q q  q  1. Thei j i j ji i i
entries of Q generate the multiplicative subgroup  in C*.
 DEFINITION 1.1 L, 5.1 . A ring R is a C-algebra if R is a C-module and
C is contained in the center of R.
DEFINITION 1.2. An algebra R is Q-solvable if R is a C-algebra and R
m m m m1 2 nis freely generated as C-module by the elements x  x x  x ,1 2 n
nŽ .m m , m , . . . , m  Z , and1 2 n 
x x  q x x  r , 1.1Ž .i j i j j i i j
where i j and r is some element of the subalgebra R generated byi j i1
x , . . . , x . A Q-solvable algebra admits the decreasing chain of subalge-i1 n
bras
R R 	 R  	 R 	 R  C.1 2 n n1
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We consider the lexicographical order  on Z n such that e  e   1 2
Ž . Ž . e , where e   ,  , . . . ,  . We denote by R m the C-submod-n i i, 1 i, 2 i, n
p 4ule generated by the elements x : p
m . We define the degree for
Ž .  Ž .4a R as follows: deg a min m: a R m .
n Ž .A Q-solvable algebra is a Z -filtered algebra. Denote A gr R . The
algebra A is generated by X , X , . . . , X with X X  q X X . Thus A is1 2 n i j i j j i
an algebra of twisted polynomials. Then A is a Noetherian domain.
Hence, every solvable Q-algebra R is a Noetherian domain.
The definition of Q-solvable algebra is very general. On one hand, it
Ž .covers classical examples with q  1 as U g for a nilpotent Lie algebra g.i j
 1 On the other hand, there are quantum examples with C k q, q as
Ž .quantum matrices, quantum Weyl algebra, U b for a Borel subalgebra.q
These quantum algebras have multiparameter generalizations and they are
also Q-solvable. We shall separate classical and quantum cases, introduc-
Ž .ing the notion of pure quantum algebra Section 2 . But it is rather
difficult to prove that one algebra is pure quantum. That is why we shall
replace this notion by the easily checkable notion of pure C-algebra
Ž .Definition 1.3 . We prove later that a pure C-algebra is pure quantum
Ž .Theorem 2.3 .
Ž .Let R be a C-algebra. For every prime ideal E Spec C we denote
I  RE, R  RI , and Z is the center of R . Consider the subset E E E E E
Ž .in Spec C , consisting of the prime ideals E such that R is a domain andE
R is finitely generated as Z -module.E E
DEFINITION 1.3. We say that R is a pure C-algebra if  is dense in
Ž .Spec C in Jacobson topology.
If R is a Q-solvable algebra, then R admits the above filtration andE
Ž .gr R  AAE is an algebra of twisted polynomials over the domainE
CE. It follows that R is always domain for any Q-solvable algebra R.E
DEFINITION 1.4. R is a pure Q-solvable algebra if R is Q-solvable and
a pure C-algebra. To check the condition of Definition 1.3, it is sufficient
to show that  contains some family of ideals with zero intersection. It is
well known that the specialization of quantum algebras q  at roots of
unity leads to the algebras R which are finitely generated over the center.
This proves that all algebras of the examples are pure C-algebras. Roughly
speaking, a C-algebra is pure if it has sufficiently many good specializa-
tions.
The Main Theorem of the paper asserts that the skew field of fractions
of every pure Q-solvable algebra is isomorphic to the skew field of twisted
rational functions.
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2. ON PURE QUANTUM ALGEBRAS
We need the following
 DEFINITION 2.1 AD1 . Let R be an arbitrary Noetherian domain over
a field F of zero characteristic. We say that R is pure quantum if there is
Ž .no embedding of the Weyl algebra A in the skew field Fract R .1
The Weyl algebra A over a field F is generated by the elements x, y,1
related by xy yx 1. Recall that A has no nontrivial ideals.1
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian domain. There exist the elements
Ž .x, yD Fract R with xy yx 1 if and only if there exist the nonzero
elements a, b, c, d, u,  , s, t, z, p, w, q in R, satisfying the conditions a  sd,
ub ct, zu ps, q tw, pabw zcdq zuq.
 Proof. See Lemma 2.9 in the paper AD1 .
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Suppose that R is a pure
C-algebra and a free C-module. Then the algebra R is pure quantum.
Ž .Proof. Suppose that the Weyl algebra A is embedded in D Fract R .1
There exist the elements x, yD, related xy yx 1. According to
Lemma 2.2, there exist the elements a, b, . . . , q, obeying the above condi-
tions. There are two possibilities:
Ž .1 there exists the ideal E such that all elements a, b, . . . , q do
not belong to the ideal I , orE
Ž .  42 for every E, there exists an element in the set a, b, . . . , q
belonging to I .E
Ž .Suppose that the case 2 holds. Then the product  of the elements
 ab  q belongs to the ideal I  I . We shall show that E E
I  0.
 4The R contains a basis  over C. The element  uniquely decom-
poses in the sum Ý  c with c  C. The element  lies in I    E
whenever c  E. It implies that, if  I whenever c  E 0,   E
we get  ab  q 0. Then a b   q 0. This contradicts the
statement of Lemma 2.2.
Ž .Therefore, the case 1 takes place. Denote by a, b, . . . , q the images of
a, b, . . . , q in R . The R is a Noetherian domain for every E.E E
Ž .Denote D  Fract R . By Lemma 2.2, there exist the elements x, y,E E
Ž .related xy yx 1, in D . Denote by K the field Fract Z . By defini-E E E
tion of , R is finitely generated as Z module. The K -algebraE E E
R  K is a domain and has finite K -dimension. It follows thatE Z E EE
R  K is a skew field and, therefore, R  K D . Thus D hasE Z E E Z E E EE E
finite dimension over K . Consider the mapping x, y x, y of the WeylE
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Ž .algebra A K over the field K to D . The Weyl algebra has no1 E E E
nontrivial ideals; the kernel of the above mapping is trivial. We get the
embedding of the Weyl algebra in D . However, dim D  	 andE K EE
Ž .dim A K  	. A contradiction. The R is pure quantum.K 1 EE
COROLLARY 2.4. If R is pure Q-solable, then R is pure quantum.
Proof. Every Q-solvable algebra is a Noetherian domain and C freely
acts on R.
Let q be an indeterminate and let q  q si j with s  Z and let C bei j i j
the field of complex numbers.
 1 COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a Q-solable algebra oer C C q, q . If
 1 there exist infinitely many specializations  : C q, q  C such that R is
finitely generated as Z -module, then R is pure quantum.
Proof. Is clear.
3. ELEMENTS OF FINITE ADJOINT ACTION
Let R be a Noetherian domain and an algebra over a field F.
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that x R is an element of finite adjoint
Ž .action or x is an FA-element if x is not a zero divisor and, for every
Ž . N N1y R, there exists a polynomial f t  a t  a t  a , a  0,0 1 N 0
a  0, over F such thatN
a x N y a x N1 yx a yx N  0. 3.1Ž .0 1 N
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a ring, x R, x not a zero diisor. Suppose that for
eery y R there exist the elements b, b  R and N, N  Z such that1 1 
N N1  m 4xb yx and b x x y. Then x : m Z is an Ore set.1 
Proof. We need to prove that for all m, m  Z and y R, there1 
exist the elements c, c  R and M, M  Z such that x mc yx M and1 1 
c x m1  x M1 y. We shall prove the existence of M, c by the induction on m.1
The existence of M , c can be proved similarly. For m 1, this is true by1 1
the condition of Lemma 3.2. Suppose that it is proved for m 1. We shall
prove for m. For every y R, there exist the elements c
 R and
M
 Z such that x m1c
 yx M 
. For c
 R, there exist c R and
M  Z such that xc c
x M  . We have
x mc x m1 xc x m1c
x M   yx M 
M   yx M ,
where MM
M.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. An FA-element generates an Ore set.
 i 4Proof. Let x be a FA-element. We are going to prove that x , i Z
is an Ore set. It is sufficient to prove that for every y R, there exist the
elements b, b  R and N, N  Z such that xb yx N and b x x N1 y.1 1  1
Ž . Ž N1 N1. NWe write 3.1 as x a x y a yx a yx . Denoting0 N1 N
 Ž .Ž N1 N1. Nb  1a a x y a yx , we get xb yx . The exis-N 0 N1
N1tence of b , obeying b x x y, is proved similarly.1 1
Denote by R the localization of R on the set generated by x. Denotex
Ž . 1 Ž .Ad y  xyx . One can rewrite 3.1 in the ring R asx x
f Ad y 0. 3.2Ž . Ž .x
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a Noetherian domain and an algebra oer a
field F of zero characteristic. Suppose that R is pure quantum oer F and let x
be an FA-element in R. We assert that, if W is Ad -inariant finite-dimen-x
sional subspace and the minimal polynomial of Ad decomposes into linearWx
factors oer F, then Ad is diagonalizable in W.x
Proof. Since the minimal polynomial of linear operator Ad decom-Wx
poses into linear factors over field F, then Ad has a Jordan matrix overWx
field F. Suppose that the Jordan form of Ad is different from diagonal.x
Then there exist the elements u,   R such that Ad u u, Ad  x x x
u   ,  F. Denote Y u1x1. The simple calculations xYx1 
Ž 1 1. Ž .1Ž . 1 1 1Ž . 1Ad YAd u x  Ad u Ad  x  u u   xx x x x
 x1  Y yield xY Yx 1. The Weyl algebra A has no nontrivial1
ideals; the homomorphism x, y x, Y of the Weyl algebra A to D has no1
kernel. The algebra, generated by x and Y, is isomorphic to Weyl algebra.
This contradicts the assumption that R is pure quantum. We conclude that
the Jordan form of Ad coincides with the diagonal form.x
4. MAIN THEOREM
We recall the definition of an algebra of twisted polynomials.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let C and Q be as in the Introduction. An algebra
A of twisted polynomials is a C-algebra and is generated over C by theQ
elements y , . . . , y , satisfying the relations y y  q y y .1 n i j i j j i
It is well known that A is a Noetherian domain. The skew fieldQ
Ž .Fract A is called a skew field of twisted rational functions.Q
DEFINITION 4.2. Let x, y be elements in the arbitrary C-algebra R. We
shall say that an element x semicommutes with an element y if xy qyx
for some q C*.
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LEMMA 4.3. Let R
 be an F-algebra and let Q be a matrix as in the
Introduction. We suppose that R
 is freely generated oer F by the elements
m m m m m n1 i i1 n Ž .x  x  x x  x , m m , m , . . . , m  Z . Assume1 i i1 n 1 2 n 
that the generators obey the defining relations:
Ž .i x , . . . , x semicommutes with all generators x , . . . , x ,i1 n 1 n
x x  q x x ,j s js s j
where all 1
 j
 n and i 1
 s
 n;
Ž . Ž .ii the generators x , . . . , x satisfy 1.1 , i.e.,1 i
x x  q x x  r ,j s js s j js
where j s
 i and r is some element in the subalgebra R generated byjs j1
x , . . . , x , . . . , x.j1 i1 n
Then the element x is an FA-element in R
 and, furthermore, for eeryi
Ž . Ž . Ž .y R
, there exists a polynomial f t  t   t  with roots in ,1 N
Ž .satisfying 3.1 .
Proof. The algebra R
 admits the decreasing chain of subalgebras
R
 R 	 R 	  	 R .1 2 i1
The algebra R is an algebra of twisted Laurent polynomials. Thei1
 malgebra R is generated as an R -module by the elements x i1
m m m i1 2 i Ž .x x . . . x , where m m , m , . . . , m  Z . We consider the lexi-1 2 i 1 2 n 
cographical order  on Z i as in the Introduction. We define the degree
iŽ .  Ž .4for a R as follows: deg a min m Z : a R m . Denote x x . i
Ž .  m 41 We shall prove at this step that x : i Z is an Ore set in R
.
Let y R
. We are going to prove that there exist N Z and b such 1
that x N y b x. The existence of M Z and b satisfying yx M  xb1  2 2
can be proved similarly.
Ž . Ž .We shall prove the statement by induction on deg y . If deg y  0,
then y R , and it is easy. We assume that the statement is proved fori1
Ž . Ž . Ž .y with deg y m. Let deg y m 0. The conditions 1.1 imply that
there exist   and b R
 such that
xy  yx b , 4.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .where b 0 or deg b  deg y . By the assumption of induction, there
l l1 lŽexist l Z and b
 R
 such that x b b
x. Therefore, x y x  yx
. l Ž l . l b  x yx b
x x y b
 x. Denoting N l 1 and b  x y1
 b
, we get x N y b x.1
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Ž .2 At the second step we shall prove that x is an FA-element.
Consider the localization of R
 on x. Let y R
. The existence of a
Ž . Ž .polynomial f t , satisfying f Ad y 0, will be proved by induction onx
Ž .deg y .
Ž . Ž .If deg y  0, then y R and the proof is easy. Let deg y m andi1
Ž .suppose that the statement is proved for the smaller degrees. We use 4.1
and get
Ad   y xyx1   y bx1 , 4.2Ž . Ž .x
Ž . Ž .where b 0 or deg b  deg y . By assumption, there exists a polynomial
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .g t such that g Ad b 0. Denote f t  g t t  . Then f Ad yx x
1 1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . .g Ad Ad   y g Ad bx  g Ad b x  0.x x x x
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that C-algebra R is pure Q-solable. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fract R is isomorphic to Fract A , where A gr R . In particular, the
skew field of fractions of R is isomorphic to the skew field of twisted rational
functions.
Proof. Denote by S the Ore set in C generated by   
, where
 ,  
 ,   
. We consider the localization R of R over S. WeS
Ž . Ž .remark Fract R  Fract R . This is our first step. We shall replace stepS
by step the algebra R by the algebra R
 with generators, obeying the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .conditions i , ii of Lemma 4.3, such that Fract R  Fract R
 . Starting
with i n, we decrease i and finally get the algebra R
 of twisted Laurent
polynomials. This will conclude the proof.
Suppose that we already have constructed the algebra R
 over C withS
  Ž . Ž . Ž .the generators x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x satisfying i , ii , such that Fract R1 i i1 n
Ž . i Ž . Fract R
 . The algebra R
 is Z -graded and gr R
  A
 is generated
by X , . . . , X  , . . . , X , X X  q X X , where q are the same as in1 i1 n i j i j j i i j
Ž .1.1 . As in Lemma 4.3, we denote x x .i
According to Lemma 4.3, x is an FA-element in R
. Denote by R the
 Ž . Ž .localization R . We have Fract R
  Fract R . We shall choose thex
elements x Ž0., . . . , x Ž0. of R such that the x Ž0., . . . , x Ž0. , x, x , . . . , x1 i1 1 i1 i i1 n
 Ž  .satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.3. For every j
 i, let R resp. R be aj j
 Žsubalgebra in R
, generated by x , . . . , x , x , R resp. byj i1 i i1
  . x , . . . , x , x , R . Let y x be one of generators x , . . . , x in R .j i1 i i1 j 1 i1 x
Ž .By 1.1 ,
xy  yx r R , 4.3Ž .j1
Ž .with  q  . Consider the minimal Ad -invariant F-subspace W y ini j x
Ž . Ž .R
 F. Since x is an FA-element, then dim W y  	. Let  t be the
Ž .minimal polynomial of y with respect to Ad . Then dim W y equalsx
Ž .deg  .
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Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .Equation 4.3 implies Ad y  y rx . Then 0  Ad y   yx x
  Ž . r , where r  R . Since y x  R , then    0 and  is a1 1 j1 j j1
Ž .root of  t .
Ž .According to Lemma 4.3,  t is decomposed into linear factors with
Ž . Ž . Žroots in . By Proposition 3.4, Ad is diagonal in W y . Hence  t  tx
.Ž . Ž .  t   t  , with the different roots   ,  , . . . ,   .0 1 M 0 1 M
Denote

 t  t   t   t  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m 0 m M
1
Žm.x   Ad y.Ž .j m xŁ   Ž .im m i
Since     S, the element x Žm. belongs to R . One can decompose ym k j x
in the sum of eigenvectors y x  x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽM ., where Ad x Žm.j j j j x j
Žm. Žm.  x , m 0, M. Here M depends on j. Observe that x  const m j j
Ž . Ad x . It follows thatm x j
Ž . Žm.1 the elements x , x , . . . , x semicommute with x for all ji i1 n j
and m;
Ž . Ž . Žm. 2 if m 0, then t  divides  t and, therefore, x  R .m j j1
We have y x  x 0 mod R .j j j1
Consider l such that 0
 j l
 i 1. As above, one can decompose
x  x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽP . into a sum of eigenvectors: Ad x Ž p.  x Ž p.,l l j j x l p l
Ž .p 0, P. The elements x and x satisfy 1.1 :j l
x x  q x x  r  R . 4.4Ž .j l jl l j j1 j1
We replace x and x by their decompositions into sums of eigenvectors inj l
Ž .4.4 :
x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽM . x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽP .Ž .Ž .j j j l l l
 q x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽP . x Ž0. x Ž1. x ŽM .Ž . Ž .jl l l l j j j
 r  R . 4.5Ž .j1 j1
Denote
 m , p : 0
m
M , 0
 p
 P ,      .Ž . 4m p 0 0
Ž . Ž .Remark that  does not contain any pair 0, p besides 0, 0 .
The subalgebra R is Ad -invariant and Ad is diagonalizable inj1 x x
every finite-dimensional subspace. Decompose r into the sum of eigen-j1
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vectors. Let r 0 be the component with the eigenvalue   in r . Thej1 0 0 j1
0 Ž .element r can be calculated via 4.5 :j1
x Ž0.x Ž0. q x Ž0.x Ž0. x Žm.x Ž p. q x Ž p.x Žm.  r 0 .Ž .Ýj l jl l j j l jl l j j1
Ž .m , p 
Since x Žm. and x Ž p. lie in R for m 0 and all p, we havej l j1
x Ž0.x Ž0. q x Ž0.x Ž0. x Žm.x Ž p. q x Ž p.x Žm.  r 0  R .Ž .Ýj l jl l j j l jl l j j1 j1
Ž .m , p 
4.6Ž .
Recall that x  x 0 mod R . This proves that the elementsj j j1
x 0, . . . , x 0 , x, x , . . . , x generate R  R . Moreover, the elements1 i1 i i1 n x
Ž 0.m1 Ž 0 .m i1 m i1 m n Ž . nx  x x  x with m , m , . . . , m  Z form a1 i1 i n 1 2 n 
Ž . Ž .free basis of R over C . The relation 4.6 is similar to 1.1 . It is clearS
Ž . Ž .that Fract R
  Fract R .
We replace R
 by R and begin process from the beginning. Finally, we
Žn. Ž Žn..get the algebra R of twisted Laurent polynomials with Fract R 
Ž . Žn.  Fract R . The R is generated by some elements y , . . . , y with the1 n
Ž . Ž Žn.. Ž .relation y y  q y y . We obtain Fract R  Fract R  Fract A . Thisi j i j j i
Ž .proves that Fract R is a skew field of twisted rational functions.
DEFINITION 4.4. As in the Proof of Main Theorem, S is the Ore set
generated by the elements   
 for  ,  
  and   
. Let J be a
prime ideal in C. We call J an admissible ideal if it does not intersect with
S. The specialization R R  RRJ will be called an admissible special-J
ization.
 1  si jRemark 4.5. Consider the case C C q, q , q  q and q is ani j
Ž .  d m 4indeterminate. Denote dGCD s . We have  q : m Z , Si j
 d m dl 4 Ž .q  q : m l Z . Consider the ideal J C q  ,  0 in C. We
Ž . Ž .observe that the ideal J C q   S i.e., J is admissible if  is
not a root of unity.
COROLLARY 4.6. The Main Theorem is true for the admissible specializa-
tions of pure Q-solable algebras.
Proof. We recall that the algebra R is freely generated as C-module by
m m m m1 2 nthe elements x  x x  x , m  Z . In the Main Theorem, we1 2 n i 
construct step by step the new set of generators which are defined over C .S
Finally, we get the algebra RŽn. of Laurent twisted polynomials with the
semicommuting generators y, . . . , y. The RŽn. is freely generated as1 n
m m m m1 2 nC -module by the elements y  y y  y , m  Z. The ideal JS 1 2 n i
does not intersect with S. The algebra RŽn. is an algebra of Laurentj
Žn.Ž . Ž .twisted polynomials and Fract R  Fract R .J J
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5. EXAMPLES
The results of this section are not new. They were proved by different
authors, treating each example separately. We are going to show how the
Main Theorem works, but not to cover all possible examples in a general
setting. All considered algebras are iterated skew polynomial extensions
     Ž .  ŽC x x ,  ,   x ,  ,  with  x  q x , i j and   id seeC1 2 2 2 n n n i j i j j i
 . Ž  .GL . This proves that monomials of x , . . . , x form a C-basis GL , 2.1 .1 n
EXAMPLE 1. QUANTUM MATRICES. Consider the commutative algebra
    Ž .C C q , c : i j . Let P, QMat k be matrices such that p q i j n i j i j
s g nŽ ji. Ž .c , p p  q q  p  q  1. The algebra M n of regulari j ji i j ji i i i i P , Q, c
functions on quantum matrices is generated by C and the entries of
 4nquantum matrix a . The elements of C lie in the center. Thet i t, i1
quantum entries obey the relations
a a  q q1a a  p1  q a aŽ .t i s j t s i j s j t i t s i j s i t j
for i j, t s or i j, t s and
a a  p1q1a at i s j t s i j s j t i
Ž  .in all other cases see MP . Denote x  a and R is the algebraŽ i1.nj i j s
generated by x , t 1, . . . , s. Consider the filtrationt
R R 2 	  	 R 	 R  C.n 1 0
Ž .The M n is Q-solvable with respect to this filtration. Consider theP , Q, c
specialization  : p , c  ,  at roots of unity  l i j 1,  l0  1. Thei j i j 0 i j 0
elements al with l l  l lie in the center of R . The algebra R isi j 0 i j  
Ž .finitely generated over the center. Therefore, M n is pure C-algebra.P , Q, c
Ž .The monomials of a form a C-basis GL; D, 2.4 . The Main Theoremi j
Ž Ž ..asserts that the skew field Fract M n is isomorphic to the skew fieldP , Q, c
 4nof fractions of the algebra of twisted polynomials generated by yt i t, i1
with the relations y y  q q1 y y for i j, t s or i j, t s andt i s j t s i j s j t i
1 1 Ž  .y y  p q y y in all other cases see P, MP, C . The specializationt i s j t s i j s j t i
Žq , c  ,  C* is admissible if  ,  are not roots of unity similar toi j i j i j
.Remark 4.5 . According to Corollary 4.6, the Main Theorem is true for the
case q    C*, c  C* and  ,  are not roots of unity.i j i j i j
Ž .The Main Theorem can be applied for some subalgebras in M nP , Q, c
such as triangular quantum matrices.
EXAMPLE 2. QUANTUM WEYL ALGEBRA. Assume the matrices P, Q,
Ž .and c as in quantum matrices. A quantum Weyl algebra A n isP , Q, c
1generated by C and x , y , i 1, n, with relations x x  q x x ; y y i i i j i j j i i j
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p y y ; y x  p x y for i j; y x  q x y for i j; y x  1 c1 x yi j j i i j ji j i i j i j j i i i i i
Ž 1 . n   Ž . c  1 Ý x y ; see AD2 and D, 4.2 .i1  
It is well known that the quantum Weyl algebra is an iterated skew
 polynomial extension of C GL . Therefore, the monomials in
y , . . . , y , x , . . . , x form a C-basis. The quantum Weyl algebra is Q-1 n 1 n
solvable. Consider the specializations  : p , c  ,  at roots of unityi j i j 0
 l i j 1,  l0  1. The elements x l and y l with l l  l lie in the centeri j 0 i i 0 i j
Ž Ž ..of A  A n . The algebra A is finitely generated over the center. P , Q, c  
Ž .Therefore, A n is a pure C-algebra. The Main Theorem implies thatP , Q, c
Ž Ž ..the skew field Fract A n is isomorphic to the skew field of fractionsP , Q, c
for the twisted polynomial algebra, generated by X , Y , i 1, n, withi i
relations X X  q1 X X ; Y Y  p Y Y ; Y X  p X Y for i j; Y X i j i j j i i j i j j i i j ji j i i j
1 Ž  .q X Y for i j; Y X  c X Y see AD2 .i j j i i i i i
ŽThe Main Theorem remains true for admissible specializations see
.Example 1 .
Ž .EXAMPLE 3. U n . Let q be an indeterminate. The quantum univer-q
Ž . sal enveloping algebra RU n for the upper nilpotent subalgebra nq
1 d d 1i i Ž . is generated over C C q, q , q  q by E , i 1, n, with thei
quantum ChevalleySerre relations. Fix a reduced expression w  s 0 i1
s of the longest element in the Weyl group W. Consider the convexiN
ordering
   ,   s  , . . . ,   s  s Ž . Ž .1 i 2 i 2 N i i N1 1 1 N1
in the set  of positive roots. Introduce the corresponding root ectors
 for s 1, N Lu :
E  T  T E . i i is 1 s1 s
Ž . m m1 m N mFor m m , . . . , m , let E  E  E . The elements E , m1 N  1 NN Ž . Ž  .Z , form a basis of U n over C see Lu . There are the following q
 relations on the E ’s, i 1, N LS , i
E E  qŽ  i ,  j.E E  c E m , 5.1Ž .Ý    mi j j i
NmZ
 1  Ž .where i j, c  C q, q , and c  0 only when m m , . . . , m ism m 1 N
such that m  0 for s
 i and s j. The element in the right-hand sides
Ž .of 5.1 belongs to the subalgebra R generated by E , . . . , E . Thei1  i1 N
Ž . Ž . Ž .relations 5.1 have the form 1.1 . The algebra U n is Q-solvable. Theq
elements El ,  , lie in the center of R if l is relatively prime to all 
 4   Ž .id , lmax d and  is a primitive l root of unity DCK . Hence U ni i q
is a pure Q-algebra. The Main Theorem asserts that the skew field
Ž Ž ..Fract U n is isomorphic to the skew field of fractions of the algebra ofq
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twisted polynomials generated by e , i i , N, with the relations e e  , i  i jŽ  i,  j. Ž  .q e e , i j see J . By Corollary 4.5, the Main Theorem remains j i
true in the case q C* and q is not a root of unity.
Ž .The Main Theorem can be applied for U b and some subalgebras in
Ž .U n .
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